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Businesses are leaving Phoenix, and some studies put the rate as high as 3% per year.  But those 
of us who have lived in the city for many years don’t need studies.  All we have to do is drive 
down Indian School Road and count the empty storefronts.  And those businesses that are still 
here are feeling the pressure, not just from the general downturn in the economy, but from the 
increase in the cost of doing business in the city of Phoenix.   

Our businesses are now routinely adding to their cost of doing business: the regular painting over 
of graffiti; putting added security cameras in their stores and parking lots for the safety of 
customers; and general loss of revenue because customers are telling us they would rather shop 
in Scottsdale or Glendale where they feel safer.   

In these other cities the business owners don’t have to step over drunks sleeping in their own 
urine to get into their shops in the morning. Often times, we do. Their customers aren’t harassed 
by aggressive panhandlers that seemingly come out of nowhere in parking lots to demand 
money.  Often times, ours do.  Let’s be honest: we’ve become accustomed to these events in 
Phoenix.  Yet, either of these events would quite literally stop traffic if they ever happened in 
Scottsdale. 

Phoenix homeowners don’t feel as safe as we once did.  Taggers go about their business with 
shocking frequency and apparent lack of fear.  They tag our businesses and now they tag our 
homes with increasing regularity. (See photos – Appendix Item A)  

We know there are career street criminals living in our alleys and wandering around the parking 
lots of our neighborhood strip malls because we see them.  We actually recognize them because 
we see them every day as we go about our lives and our business.  We have learned to avoid 
them.  We have begun to shop elsewhere because of them.  We are beginning to think we made a 
mistake staying in the city to earn our living and raise our children. 

We used to be afraid that our children would walk down the street and hear bad language or 
vulgar talk.  Now we don’t let them walk anywhere alone and are afraid they will be molested or 
that they will be accosted in a parking lot. We don’t feel safe anymore even during the daylight 
hours.  We feel less safe when the police arrest these career street criminals living behind our 
homes and harassing our customers and just to find them back on our doorsteps within a day.   

Our hard earned quality of life is suffering and it doesn’t seem like anyone cares. 

The Indian School Corridor Citywide Association of Business and Homeowners has brought 
together business and homeowners in the City of Phoenix as one voice that will no longer be 
separated.  We are willing to fight to keep our homes and our businesses safe.  We are not 
willing to be the fifth largest city in the country if we can’t be in the top five for safety—the 
foundation of all quality of life. 

We are only seven months old but already our membership consists of over 120 businesses, 10 
homeowner’s associations representing over 4,000 households, and 2 major activist groups, 
CMA and N.A.I.L.E.M.—both well known in the city of Phoenix.  (See Membership 
Registration Form and Membership List - Appendix Items B and C) 
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We stand together to insist that our City Manager, Mayor, and City Council, our judges, 
prosecutors, and police “Require the Prior” in all sentencing decisions that involve repeat 
misdemeanor crimes committed by the career street criminals who are living in our alleys and on 
our freeways, harassing the customers in our parking lots, and affecting the safety of our 
customers, our employees, our neighborhoods, and our children.   

With one voice we say, “No more!” to these career street criminals who are posing as homeless 
even as they choose to live on the streets and survive by repeat criminal activity against our 
families and our businesses. These career street criminals, more often than not, have multiple 
prior convictions: not only for misdemeanors, but oftentimes for violent crimes and burglaries as 
well. And yet they are repeatedly arrested and returned to our doorsteps after serving an average 
of just 12 hours in custody.  This cannot continue.  

With one voice the business and homeowners in this Association stand together and will no 
longer listen to the refrain that we can’t afford the cost of jailing these types of repeat offenders.  
We stand together to say that this city and her people can no longer afford not to jail them.   

With one voice the business and homeowners in this Association stand together and will no 
longer listen to the refrain that we don’t understand that this is too complex a problem for a 
simple solution. Every member of this Association understands all too well the complex 
problems of surviving economically.  The majority of us own our businesses: we are mom and 
pop shops. 

We don’t have anyone paying us a salary or giving us benefits.  If we don’t solve our complex 
problems quickly and efficiently we will not be able to put food on our tables or a roof over our 
children’s heads.  We understand and are suffering from this problem of career street criminals 
more than anyone.  Let’s look at the real costs of releasing these repeat offenders back onto our 
streets. 
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The real cost begins with the opportunity cost of police, fire, and medical personnel’s time and 
salaries in answering the same calls on the same criminals repeatedly; the opportunity cost of the 
prosecutors, bailiffs, judges, and all their staff in prosecuting the same criminals time and again; 
the cost of lost revenue from our customers who can’t shop in their own neighborhoods because 
they are tired of being harassed in our parking lots and who tell us they are now choosing to shop 
in Scottsdale and Glendale where they feel safer. 

As our customers migrate to these other cities to spend their money, the real cost to us is the drop 
in business income which affects not just the families of business owners but numerous other 
families in the city, since the subsequent drop in sales tax revenue affects us all.  But how do we 
calculate the real cost of losing the businesses in all of those storefronts on Indian School Road?  
How do we quantify the loss of five of our original Association members to Scottsdale because 
the business owners could no longer justify doing business in Phoenix?  

And what of the human cost?  How do we put a dollar value on that?  How do we reconcile the 
fact that a four-year-old little girl was attacked and raped by a man that was in city custody just 
one day before?  William Speed, a man who after being convicted for kidnapping and sexual 
assault of a seven-year-old girl in 1995 and having served nearly 12 years, is released. Barely 
one month later he is arrested again after admitting to smoking cocaine and running naked 
through the street—even if you ignore the drug violation (which must surely be a violation of his 
parole) this last is indecent exposure and is a Class 1 misdemeanor. With his history he could 
have been sentenced right then and there to the maximum of 6 months, sparing this little girl, her 
family, and the rest of the citizens of Phoenix the horror of this crime.  Why wasn’t he? 

The members of this Association would like to ask what happened with this indecent exposure 
charge that Mr. Speed was arrested for on 11/07/07.  Was the court aware of the probable cause 
and criminal record history on that misdemeanor arrest at the time of Mr. Speed’s initial 
appearance?  And if they did know of his criminal history, why was he put back on the street on 
his own recognizance after posting bond for this Class 1 misdemeanor when he could have been 
sentenced to as much as 6 months in jail?  And more than anything else, we want to know what 
the city is going to do so that this never happens again. 

This is the unifying issue for our Association—to “Require the Prior” and sentence accordingly.  
If a person is arrested in the city of Phoenix we want them to know that our laws have teeth.  
That the police will discover their criminal history, the prosecutors will take this history seriously 
and prosecute vigorously, and the judges will sentence accordingly with the maximum penalty.  
This is the essence of what is known as Broken Windows Policing and Prosecution and it has 
worked in NYC and is being used in Los Angeles as well as several other major U.S. cities.  

This proven method, Broken Windows Policing and Prosecution, pushes career criminals out of 
the cities where it is implemented.  The criminals are not welcome and they know it. Not only by 
arresting, but perhaps more importantly, by forcefully prosecuting persons who repeatedly 
commit crimes that affect the quality of life of law abiding citizens.  Crimes like: aggressive 
panhandling, trespassing, urinating or defecating in public, indecent exposure, living in alleys, 
drinking liquor in public, graffiti, and so on.  When these career street criminals realize that they 
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will go to jail for the maximum time allowed by law—each and every time they are arrested—
they will find Phoenix a much less desirable place to live and they will move on. 

A Broken Windows Policy releases communities from captivity.  It retains businesses in 
communities, draws businesses to neighborhoods and increases property values by restoring the 
quality of life for people.  Furthermore, Broken Windows Policing and Prosecution lowers rates 
of felony crimes like burglaries, robberies, homicide and sexual assault.  For example, 
application of Broken Windows Policing and Prosecution in New York City reduced murders 
from 2,262 in 1990 down to 629 by 1998 and it has continued to drop to 488 in 2007 – numbers 
not seen since 1963.  (See article – Appendix Item D) 

The Indian School Corridor business and homeowners have already experienced the positive 
effects of a Broken Windows style of policing in the City of Phoenix’s own pilot program known 
as the Street Crime Reduction Program.  It was begun over 2½ years ago at the suggestion of his 
superiors, and was designed and implemented by Officer Rusty Stuart, with Officer Paul Dobson 
assisting, both of whom are from Squaw Peak Precinct.  These two officers were working with a 
small group of businesses helping to clean up the area of 32nd Street and Indian School Rd., 
when an illegal “camper” who had been living behind the wall of a nearby residence for nearly 4 
months brought them into contact with the homeowner.  When the illegal “camper” was finally 
arrested by Officer Stuart he was released and back living behind that family’s wall in a matter 
of days.  That family was mine. 

We were stunned when we discovered that not only was this really happening, it is the norm in 
our city for repeat misdemeanor offenders, some with as many as 50 prior arrests, to be let go in 
an average of about 12 hours. It was incomprehensible to us that anyone would think this is 
acceptable, never mind our city officials.  That was the first time we heard the words “this is a 
budget issue; we can’t afford to jail these people.” 

Even after 50 arrests we can’t afford it?  I think we can all agree that 50 is too many.  But how 
many prior arrests are okay with us?  20? 10? How about 5 strikes and you’re out?  Is 5 our limit 
on priors before we let a career street criminal know that we have had enough?  For that little girl 
attacked in the University Heights Park, once was too many.  When are we going to sit down and 
talk about the real costs of letting these repeat misdemeanor criminals back onto our streets?   

This alliance of homeowners, businesses and police working together as we have on the Indian 
School Corridor, through the city of Phoenix’s Street Crime Reduction Program, is real 
community-based policing and is a unifying partnership that needs to spread citywide.   

Our Association has been very generously offered enhanced prosecution for crimes on the Indian 
School Corridor.  We were also told that one of our member neighborhood associations may be 
eligible for city fight back funds next year (of course this was before the current budget crisis 
was revealed).  But none of us, businesses or homeowners, want anything for our Corridor that 
isn’t going to be offered to every Corridor and every neighborhood in the city.  It would be like 
squeezing toothpaste in a tube: if you squeeze it in one spot, it will just ooze out from the other 
side. We committed to getting our policing and prosecution uniform throughout the city in order 
to solve this problem, citywide, and be just for all.  No more special programs, no more 
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philosophy of the “squeaky wheel gets the grease.”  We are one city, one giant neighborhood, 
and we demand to be treated equally on this simple point: to “Require the Prior” and sentence 
accordingly no matter if it’s a misdemeanor or felony, no matter which neighborhood it happens 
in: rich or poor, black, brown or white. 

Therefore, the members of this Association stand together to tell the City of Phoenix that we 
want the Street Crime Reduction Program—The Broken Windows method of policing and 
prosecution—to not only continue on the Indian School Corridor, but to be expanded citywide so 
that every neighborhood will benefit. We specifically request that Officer Stuart give a 
presentation on the Street Crime Reduction Program to all affected parties: police, prosecutors, 
judges, and council members.  We ask you to hear about this style of policing from him, with 
facts and statistics he has gathered from right here in Phoenix. 

And then we want the discussion to be brought to the full City Council.  The voters deserve to 
have an honest, thorough debate of this matter.  We the business and homeowners, the citizens of 
Phoenix, have the right to decide how we want our city to be policed and our criminals to be 
prosecuted.  And we have the right to expect our elected officials to promote and encourage this 
discussion every step of the way.  We are grateful to this sub-committee for taking the first step 
of many towards making this happen. 

It is important for all parties to know that the Street Crime Reduction Program has nearly 3 years 
worth of statistics that prove 95% of these “trespassers” and others are actually career street 
criminals.  Of these 95%, half have been to prison.  Of these, half have done time for violent 
crimes.  So if one in four of these career street criminals is actually a convicted criminal of 
violent crimes, how can the Broken Windows method of policing and prosecution be a bad 
thing?  New York City has become one of the safest cities in the world since implementing 
Broken Windows Policing and Prosecution.  Don’t we deserve the same?   

The harm done by these criminals is in the deterioration of our quality of life: by people being 
held captive by individual career criminals, lower property values, businesses fleeing to safer 
places, and worst of all, little children being attacked in their playgrounds.  These are the real 
costs of putting these repeat misdemeanor offenders back onto our streets and into our 
backyards, and we stand together to say the cost of letting them go is too high!   

The Indian School Corridor Citywide Business and Homeowner’s Association expects the 
support of all of our city officials in helping us to bring this issue to the forefront of discussion, 
implementation, and policy—and we expect them to let the people of the city of Phoenix decide 
what cost they are willing to pay to get it.   

This White Paper is our contribution to bringing all of the necessary parties to the table to 
discuss how the citizens of the city of Phoenix choose to be policed and how we want the 
criminals in this city to be prosecuted.    We don’t see any “bad guys” in this equation except the 
career street criminals.  We do however see a systemic problem that affects all of us, and it will 
take all of us working together without ego to fix it. 
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Introduction 
The following is a working definition of exactly who we are talking about when we say “career 
street criminal.”  Once the current culture is explained, a synthesis of the remedies needed to 
correct the problems which result from these individuals’ crimes will follow. 

Career Street Criminal – for the purposes of this discussion is defined as individuals 
who sustain themselves by committing crime.  These crimes can be felony in nature such 
as burglary, robbery, or shoplifting, or misdemeanor in nature such as trespassing, 
urinating and defecating in public, aggressive panhandling, drinking in public, etc.  But 
they are most definitely people who choose to sustain themselves with this lifestyle at the 
expense of the quality of life of those who are their victims. 

The information presented in this paper is based upon my personal experience, including, but not 
limited to: having a career street criminal living behind my home for four months in spite of 
three contacts with the Phoenix Police Department, personally interviewing over 65 local 
business owners to discover how this problem is impacting them specifically and more generally 
the culture of commerce in our city, and research into public records and various academic 
studies to see how other major cities have been successful in overcoming these same crimes.  

I have also had extensive conversations with 10 City of Phoenix beat officers, several high 
ranking City of Phoenix police officers including two Sergeants, a Community Action Officer, 
one Lieutenant, and two Commanders.  I have had similar meetings and exchanges with 
individuals in the City Prosecutor’s and Judges’ offices, as well as with two City of Phoenix 
Council Persons.  In addition, I have been to the city’s Initial Appearance Court to see the 
current process in action. 

The following are the conclusions that these past 9 months worth of personal investigation and 
study as listed above have led me to.  On behalf of our Association, I have tried to present each 
side without prejudice as fairly and accurately as possible.  Again, there are no “bad guys” here 
other than the career street criminals. This is a systemic problem and we all play a part.   

It is the hope of the Indian School Corridor Citywide Business and Homeowner’s Association 
that by presenting each side as it was told to me—that of the homeowners, business owners, 
police, prosecutors, and judges—that together we can move forward to fix the system and 
improve the quality of life in Phoenix.  To do so, we must begin with public safety: physical and 
economic.   

This paper should make clear why we can no longer afford not to get tough with career street 
criminals citywide.  Our membership numbers, continuing to grow daily, should demonstrate to 
all parties that this is an issue that the citizens of Phoenix, businesses and homeowners citywide, 
feel passionately about.  And it is one that we want addressed. 
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Police 

Many police officers do not want to arrest career street criminals for these types of misdemeanor 
arrests: trespassing, urinating and defecating in public, aggressive panhandling, and so on, for the 
following reasons:  

1. Because they believe the culture of the current system makes it a waste of their time.  It can 
take up to four hours of a police officer’s time to book any criminal, but for misdemeanors 
like these an officer could not be blamed for thinking, “For what?”  From experience he 
knows that the offender is only going to get time served in custody, which is about 4-12 
hours on average.  Knowing his time will essentially be wasted, he makes the decision, 
consciously or not, that these criminals aren’t worth arresting if he doesn’t absolutely have to 
arrest them. 

Example:  A Business Owner from Sprout’s Shopping Center called on a trespasser and the 
officer who responded just told him to move along.  When the owner asked the officer what 
the trespasser’s name was she was told by the officer that she didn’t need to know and that 
he handled it.  But she did need to know since she knew that by law, if he had already been 
warned (and she was fairly certain that this man had), the officer should have arrested him or 
ticketed him immediately.  This group of business owners share a list of which street 
criminals have been warned for trespassing in their center so that they can better police their 
own shopping center.  This shop owner was upset and disappointed that she was treated this 
way by the officer, and was extremely disheartened that while she and other owners have 
banded together to clean up their center, it wasn’t important enough to the police to complete 
their efforts by responding to her simple request.   

In their defense, even when an officer does arrest a career street criminal who is disrupting 
the ability of the business owner to serve his customers properly, more often than not, this 
same criminal is back within days, if not hours.  When the courts do not back up the officer’s 
decision to arrest by punishing the criminal, the officer’s incentive to arrest diminishes 
considerably. The end result being that the citizen’s confidence in police competency and 
potency suffers tremendously. 

2. Many of these calls involve working with criminals who are drunk and/or stoned.  As a 
result, there is a high degree of probability that the criminal will vomit, urinate, or defecate 
on himself to avoid arrest.  What officer would want to put such a person in his patrol car?  If 
it is one of the street criminals currently living on our streets and in our alleys, they will often 
times have open wounds or sores that more likely than not are infected with resistant staph or 
worse.  Each time the police officer engages one of these criminals he is risking exposure to 
any number of disgusting situations or diseases.  In the latter case, if infected, he is also 
risking the health of his wife and children.  Based upon his assumption in #1 above, there is a 
further decrease in any police officer wanting to involve himself in arresting these criminals 
rather than just shooing them along.   
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Example: Over the course of four months, before the officers of the Street Crime Reduction 
Program arrived at my home in June ‘07, three separate officers came on three separate calls 
regarding the criminal(s) living behind my wall.  

The first call was placed in February 2007 by my neighbor who discovered the “illegal 
campsite” originally.  This first officer asked to come into my home and through my 
backyard to figure out how to get to the “illegal campsite” because it is not obvious from the 
street.  He saw the camp by standing on my ladder, looking down over my wall, and told me 
that it did in fact appear that someone was living back there, and now that he knew how to 
get there, he would “take care of it.” 

According to the call report, he saw no occupants.  The report doesn’t stipulate whether he 
actually did take the second look from the other side of my wall, or if he determined no one 
was “home” from my side of the wall.  Assuming that he did take the second look from the 
alley as he said he would, I do know that he never returned even though he knew this illegal 
campsite was against the wall of a home with children, and within 100 yards of an apartment 
complex with numerous children. 

For my part, I naively thought that because he was a police officer and he told me that he was 
going to “take care of it” that he actually would do whatever it took to make good on that 
promise.  I didn’t check up on him or “it.” Well he never did take care of it and the man, who 
I now know was a career street criminal with numerous misdemeanors and felony 
convictions in his past, continued to live behind the wall of my home within feet of my 
children for another four months. 

I have recently discovered that several weeks later, March 2007, a second call was placed to 
the police by a worker in the office building 20 feet north and west of the wall of my home. 
This person could see the campsite and individuals coming and going from it from the office 
parking lot.  I now know that the officer who took this second call did make contact with one 
Mr. Steven Eilers and a Ms. Beverly Tracy, both identified by him as transients.  His field 
report described the situation as follows: “S1 and S2, living out of alley just east of parking 
lot of listed 20.  This is property belonging to law offices per  employee. I told S1 and S2 
they are 4 18T and need to leave.  They also live under large tree in alleyway just south of 
alley.”  This tree in the alley is behind my wall. (See Public Records Document - Appendix 
Item E) 

If it was clear to him that these people were living under this tree as he reported, then it 
would also have to be abundantly clear to him that it was against the wall of a residential 
property and within 100 yards of an apartment complex with numerous children.  Yet this 
second officer never returned to see if his advice to vacate was followed by Mr. Eilers and 
Ms. Tracy. 

In addition, he obviously did not run Steven Eilers on PACE (the system police use to 
discover priors and warrants in the greater Phoenix area) or he would have discovered a 
“failure to appear warrant” on Steven Eilers and would have arrested him at that moment.  
This is what the officer who finally resolved the problem did and what he found.  I have no 
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idea what this second call officer would have found if he ran Beverly Tracy as she was not 
part of the situation in June when it was finally resolved, almost 4 months to the day of the 
first report and promise by the police to “take care of it.”   

A third call was placed to the police by me in late May 2007, when an office worker at the 
law office who also lives in our neighborhood ran into me and asked if I knew, “that there 
were people living behind your wall.”  I was shocked that the officer from the first call hadn’t 
done what he promised, and didn’t even know at that time that a second call had already been 
placed weeks after that, so I called again. 

This 3rd officer arrived and had the same trouble as the first in figuring out how to get to the 
“campsite” from the alley since there is no normal access.  He too had to come into my home 
and borrow my ladder to climb up and look over the wall to see the campsite.  He too 
promised to take care of it.  When I told him that that is what the first officer said to us, he 
assured me that, “I have people who take care of this sort of thing for me.  I’ll send them by 
to break it down and clean it up.”  I have no idea why he said this since I now know this is 
not the case.  This was at the end of May.  We never saw him or “the people that work for 
him” again. 

Each of these officers essentially did nothing. And for four months Steven Eilers, a 
previously convicted felon, had the blessing of the City of Phoenix to continue living, and 
having others live with him, behind my home within feet of my children. 

I have no doubt that it was the disgusting mattresses, clothes, shoes, and a natural aversion to 
these things, coupled with the knowledge that Eilers wouldn’t get any time anyway, that kept 
these officers from following up in any way whatsoever.  The first and third officers looked, 
the trespasser(s) wasn’t “in,” and so they left.  The second officer actually spoke to them but 
didn’t do the rudimentary background check that could have been done.  He then never 
followed up to see if the transients living behind the wall of a family took his advice to move 
on.  These career street criminals obviously knew from experience that this was just a 
suggestion, and decided to stay behind my home for several more months. 

The police officers who finally did respond did so at the request of a fellow officer who 
randomly heard about our plight at a party on June 2, 2007.  On June 6th, Officers Stuart and 
Dobson began to look into this situation at his request.  I did not know about this request and 
naively assumed that Officers Dobson and Stuart were the people who “worked for” the other 
officer and were “going to clean it up for him.”  (See Public Records Calls for Service - 
Appendix Item F) 

Even though Steven Eilers and none of his friends were “home” when Officers Dobson and 
Stuart checked on the illegal campsite behind my home that was now cluttered with several 
months’ worth of filthy and disgusting personal effects, they kept coming back until they 
made contact with him. It was Officer Stuart who finally found him in his lair behind my 
wall and arrested him on the failure to appear warrant.  While arresting him, Officer Stuart 
patted down this man I now know was a serious criminal, and an ice pick in Steven Eilers 
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pocket punctured Officer Stuart’s hand.  It was later discovered at the County Hospital that 
the man had staph.  Both he and Officer Stuart had to be treated. 

I have come to learn that officers often times find ice picks and even plumbing washers on a 
long cord in the possession of these types of criminals.  Both of these items are used by 
career street criminals to break into homes and businesses.  The ice pick also makes a 
convenient weapon. Steven Eilers has a record of felony burglary. 

Because of the staph infection and the open warrant for a failure to appear, this career street 
criminal was actually gone from behind my wall for nearly four days.  We thought the ordeal 
was over.  Then, on around the fifth day he moved back in to what he considered his home.  
My husband was so irate that he was going to go back there and “kick this guy out myself.”  I 
begged him, literally pulling on his arm, not to do it and to please call the police again.  I told 
him that if anything went wrong while he was tearing down this campsite, or if he ended up 
hitting this guy, he would end up being the one sent to jail or even sued by this man.  He 
finally relented and called Officer Stuart to find out why this criminal was out and back 
behind our home again. Officer Stuart insisted that my husband stay away from this man and 
actually ordered him to do so. He asked my husband to trust him, and then gave his word that 
he would handle it, and that this time Steven Eilers wouldn’t be back. 

Officer Stuart did accomplish what the City’s Court was incapable of doing – evicting this 
man once and for all.  We don’t know what Officer Stuart said or did to solve the problem, 
but the man who had been living behind our wall for 4 months packed up within 24 hours 
and disappeared leaving some of his “home furnishings behind.” (See photos – Appendix 
Item G) 

I then reported this illegal campsite and home furnishings behind my wall to the Board of 
Health three separate times within the week.  I told them about the confirmed report of staph 
infection that would no doubt be on all three mattresses as well as the numerous personal 
effects left behind by Steven Eilers and asked them who would handle the removal of said 
items?  I expected the City to take charge of this effort because of the infectious disease that 
was involved.  Each time I was told someone would contact me.  No one ever did in spite of 
the very clear direction in ARS 36-602 that requires the Board of Health to have the owner of 
the property remove it within 24 hours. It took repeated calls to Neighborhood Services 
before the property was finally cleared of the filth left behind by this criminal. 

As a result of my involvement in this saga, I have come to learn how to check a criminal’s 
records through the internet and the Office of Public Records.  The limited knowledge that I 
have gained about Steven Eilers, the man who three separate police officers allowed to live 
behind my family’s home for 4 months, is as follows: He has at least 2 Class 4 felony 
convictions for dangerous drug possession; at least 2 Class 6 felony convictions for drug 
paraphernalia; at least 1 conviction for 3rd degree burglary, which is a Class 4 felony; 
numerous parole violations; and has had a warrant for his arrest as recently as February 11th, 
2008 and is scheduled for a preliminary hearing on this most recent charge (which I was not 
able to ascertain) on April 9th, 2008. 
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How is it that a housewife and mother of 7 children is able to find this information on Steven 
Eilers, limited as it is, and yet 3 separate police officers who have access to his complete 
history didn’t?  Because they are bad men?  Of course not!  Every day they put themselves in 
the line of fire for the citizens of this city.  Then why? 

Because the culture in the police department and the court system has taught them to 
overlook these types of career street criminals as benign and not worthy of their time for all 
the reasons I’ve stated.  I have no doubt that if this felon had harmed me, my husband, or one 
of our children, these same officers would have been devastated.  Yet that is the risk they 
each unwittingly took when they never followed up on this illegal “campsite” and chose not 
to arrest Steven Eilers when they had the chance. 

I also have no doubt that if these same 3 officers could be re-trained to understand the 
importance of knowing the complete background of every individual they are called upon to 
check out and if they believed the courts would back them up when they did arrest, these 
three officers would never have allowed a 5 time felon to live against the backyard wall of a 
family for four months. 

3. Many of the newer officers with no background in aggressive misdemeanor policing do not 
know that often these criminals who seem like “just” trespassers or drunks are actually 
criminals who are, yes, at this moment trespassing and drunk; but in fact have been arrested 
for many, many, previous misdemeanors and felonies and have a long history of criminal 
activity. Sexual crimes and violent assault type crimes are more often than not in their 
backgrounds. 

Example 1: Clifford is a regular around 32nd Street and Indian School Rd and is well known 
to most of the merchants.  He is routinely drunk and harasses and intimidates anyone who 
comes across his path.  By their own admission, most of the other street criminals are afraid 
of him.  He has bragged about having murdered someone in New Mexico in front of one of 
the shopkeepers and Officer Stuart when he responded to a call to arrest Clifford for 
trespassing. 

That brag has been verified, along with a list of numerous other convictions for various 
crimes and yet Clifford is still picked up for trespassing and repeatedly released for time 
served in custody. 

Example 2: William Speed was arrested in 1995 and sentenced to 12 years for kidnapping 
and sexual assault of a minor.  He was released in October 2007.  In November 2007 he was 
arrested by the Capitol Police for indecent exposure for running naked down the street behind 
a bar in the 1800 block of Van Buren at 10:30 pm on the evening of November 7th. 
According to court records, as reported by AZCentral.com, Speed told the arresting officer 
that, “he had just smoked cocaine and felt like taking off his pants and running.”  He was 
initially held on bond, and then according to court records (reported by AZCentral.com) he 
was released on December 11th on his own recognizance in spite of the fact that he is a Class 
3 registered sex offender. 
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Less than 24 hours after his release, on the 12th of December, this known Class 3 sex 
offender who had been released on his own recognizance, raped a four year old girl in the 
University Heights Park.  (See AZCentral.com article – Appendix Item H) 

With his felony conviction history and the misdemeanor charge of indecent exposure, 
especially in light of his admission of smoking cocaine on the night of that arrest, he could 
have gotten 6 months in jail which would have spared this small child from a heinous crime 
she will have to live with for the rest of her life.  As we have pointed out, this is a citywide 
problem that affects all police and all citizens.  We would expect the Capitol Police and 
courts, as well as the City of Phoenix Police to “Require the Prior.” 

4. Because the homeowners and merchants are reporting crimes that are very important to them 
and their quality of life perceive that little or nothing is being done about it (police just shoo 
them along and they are back on our property often times within hours) the homeowners and 
merchants, justly or not, quickly conclude that their legitimate concerns as victims of 
misdemeanor street crimes must therefore not be important to the police. 

When the culture of policing offers no upside to police to discover who the people living 
behind our businesses and homes are; when officers don’t follow up to see if their advice to 
move on is followed by these trespassers; and even when an officer does the hard thing and 
arrests the career street criminal and that criminal is released back into our lives oftentimes 
within hours; the only possible result is exactly what is happening: 

Our businesses, property values, and quality of life are suffering.  Citizens are losing their 
trust and confidence in the potency of the police. We are feeling abandoned by the people 
who are supposed to protect us and we have come to realize that we are at the mercy of the 
lifestyle choice of career street criminals. 

5. The street criminals now know from experience that many police officers do not want to deal 
with them and that the courts will routinely let them off in a few hours with minor 
inconvenience to them.  They have come to realize from their own personal experience that 
the police are now systemically powerless against their misdemeanor crimes. 

This has emboldened them and they have been known to taunt the officer who is determined 
to go through the arresting process no matter how futile it may appear.  “Awww, why are you 
bringing me in?  You know I’m gonna be out in a couple a hours.” Yet, these same officers 
have experienced the difference when they run the criminal on PACE and discover a warrant 
on the misdemeanor criminal from another jurisdiction.  These criminals have been known to 
fight with the officer to get out of the patrol car, and some even go to the extent of urinating 
or defecating on themselves to prevent the officer from putting him in the patrol car in the 
first place. Why?  Because more likely than not the career street criminal knows he will get 
more than time served in custody in that other jurisdiction which is why he chooses to live in 
Phoenix. These types of criminals don’t want to risk receiving extended jail time because 
they can’t do it. If they go to jail for any kind of real time, they will detox and that would 
cause them too much pain. 
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6. Because the officer knows the misdemeanor career street criminal will more than likely be 
out in a few hours (and recall it may take them 4 hours to book any crime) and because of the 
now cultural habit of shooing them along for the reasons stated, many officers have gotten 
out of the habit of running histories.  Those who do may run the criminal through PACE, find 
he is clean, and stop there without knowing if this criminal has a history outside of Phoenix. 

It is important to remember the seasonal influence of the transient career street criminals in 
Phoenix.  There are new criminals coming to town all the time, so of course they wouldn’t 
have shown up on PACE yet.  Unless they are run for priors outside of our city, we have no 
idea who the person really is, and yet we routinely let them go.  The only way to do a 
complete criminal history is through both PACE and the NCIC-III system, known as Triple I. 
Currently this latter system can only be accessed from the precinct, the Main Station, or 
resource bureaus. 

7. Even if the officer runs the misdemeanor career street criminal through PACE, when he 
comes up clean, the officer generally stops there rather than run the guy through the “Triple 
I” system.   As mentioned this is because the extra step cannot be done from the  field  
(PACE and Triple I do not ‘speak’ to each other and must be run separately) and this extra 
step seems in the current culture to be more trouble than necessary for a “simple” 
misdemeanor. 

Yet, many times when officers do take the time to follow up the PACE with Triple I, they 
discover outstanding criminal histories that are long and violent.  Outstanding warrants for 
crimes and convictions in other states will show up.  Having this knowledge enables the 
officer to keep this criminal from perpetrating those crimes on our community.  He can then 
help return him to justice in another community.  Some criminals who are wanted for felony 
crimes right now in other states, get a pass to move it along because the officer cannot access 
Triple I from the field even if he wanted too. And in our current culture, the criminal and his 
misdemeanor crime of trespassing, etc. doesn’t seem bad enough to arrest, so the officer lets 
him go with a warning—without ever really knowing who he is. 

8. Once the priors are known they must be alleged and written up clearly and effectively in the 
Form-IV or there is no hope of proper sentencing.  Many officers are unclear on the best way 
to write out the priors on Form-IV’s to get the attention from the prosecutors and the judges 
as recognizing them as important.   

Prosecutors  
1. Prosecutors are overloaded with cases and from repeated experience, they do not expect to 

get anything more than time served in custody for class 2 and 3 misdemeanors (trespassing, 
urinating and defecating, aggressive panhandling, and so on) and if they do get more, then it 
is because they must request it specifically and urgently, or resort to programs of enhanced 
prosecution which only target particular areas of the city. 

Enhanced prosecution is a tool that police and prosecutors use to rid a specific area of 
specific crimes and criminals.  It works because the criminals in those areas begin to realize 
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that they are being targeted with tough policing and prosecution, and so they flee the area 
making it a safer place to be.  But where do they go?  To the next easiest place for them to 
be; somewhere else in the city not defined by enhanced prosecution boundaries.  Why does 
enhanced prosecution work?  Because it combines tough policing and prosecution.  Why 
does it fail?  Because it pushes criminals into other neighborhoods giving everyone a false 
sense of security.  Only Broken Windows Policing and Prosecution protects the entire city 
because no neighborhood and no criminal is treated any differently than another. 

2. To a lesser degree, the prosecutors do not always have all of the priors in front of them 
because, for the reasons stated above, many officers are not putting them on the Form IV and 
so prosecutors don’t have access to this information to get more than time served in custody.  
The result is that the misdemeanor career street criminal is pushed though the system and is 
back on the street in less than 24 hours for time served in custody. 

Judges 

1. Judges are also overloaded with cases and correctly perceive their time to be at a premium.  I 
have been told that some of the misdemeanor career street criminals faces are so well known 
to some judges that even if the prosecutor is ready with the priors some of these judges have 
been known to want to “get this guy out of my court.”  It would appear that some of the 
judges may perceive these types of misdemeanor career street criminals as a nuisance to their 
courts, but not necessarily a problem otherwise.  This can only be because they do not realize 
the impact these career criminals are having on our homes and businesses. 

It seems that some judges, like so many of us, confuse these people for homeless individuals 
who are down on their luck.  However, truly homeless people want a normal life and 
generally don’t have a jacket full of priors, especially felony conviction priors.  These career 
street criminals are essentially posing as homeless—something which our group considers a 
cultural crime against truly homeless people and a perception that needs to be eradicated. 

2. The impression among many prosecutors and police, justly or not, is that oftentimes judges 
and their clerks may not read the Form IV, and even when they do, don’t seem to perceive 
that what is listed on the Form IV is worthy of extended sentencing. 

This perceived dismissal of the information in the Form IV seems to be enough of a problem 
that the prosecutor wanted to meet with our Association to try to work out a way that we, the 
business and homeowners, can go down to court for the misdemeanor career street criminal’s 
Initial Appearance (IA) to “impress the judges” that sentencing based upon priors is really 
important to us.   

 
3. The perception of home and business owners, justly or not, is that the judges have a 

revolving door and that they are ignoring these repeat career street criminals.  What else can 
be concluded when we see the same career street criminals returned back to our homes and 
businesses within twenty-four hours just to be victimized again? 
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This impression was further reinforced by the prosecutor’s request for our participation in 
“impressing the judges” at the IA hearings. Why should our presence at an IA be necessary?  
Why should a business owner who has already suffered loss of business that day have to lose 
further income to impress a judge that this criminal should be sentenced and not returned to 
his doorstep?   

We believe that it could be that in the minds of many judges, the IA may simply be to get the 
criminals in and out of the overburdened court, and that Class 2 and Class 3 misdemeanors 
are an automatic out.  If the judges really are too busy to read the Form IV or are so 
unimpressed with them that they routinely give time served in custody, we need to find out 
why.  

It seems that the reason could be that the judges see other crimes as more pressing and 
worthy of serious sentencing no matter how many priors are listed on the Form IV.  
(Remember our first example of Clifford who is routinely released for time served in 
custody.) The judges may think, as so many of us in the past thought, “Aren’t these types of 
misdemeanor career street criminals just trespassers and drunks anyway?”   

And since the judges are overloaded with cases and correctly perceive their time to be at a 
premium, these types of misdemeanor crimes would easily fall off their radar as truly 
important and worthy of attention. 

Clearly, if the judges knew the havoc these career street criminals wreak on our homes and 
businesses, and that by releasing these career street criminals repeatedly, they are actually 
increasing the cycle of crime and burden of the courts, they would react differently and 
sentence accordingly.  There is no other answer. 

 

At this point the City of Phoenix has unwittingly, as a matter of cultural policy, 
surrendered her streets to the career street criminal and he knows it. 

 
Now that we know it, what can we do to get our quality of life back? 
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Introduction 
The suggestions on how to change the current culture presented below on behalf of the Indian 
School Corridor Citywide Business and Homeowner’s Association are based upon suggestions 
gathered from street cops, and individuals in the prosecutor’s and judge’s offices. In addition, I 
have spoken with numerous business owners and listened to their personal experience with this 
type of crime and criminal, reflected on my and other homeowner’s experiences, and have 
investigated this topic from various academic sources. 

Per Officer Rusty Stuart’s Street Crime Reduction Program study, as verbally presented during 
our Indian School Corridor meetings, it can be statistically proven that nearly 50% of all career 
street criminals arrested in the City of Phoenix have served sentences in the Department of 
Corrections. And half of these have served for violent crimes such as sexual assault, robbery, 
homicide and other felonies.  My research into what is known as Broken Windows Policing and 
Prosecution shows that Officer Stuart’s study mirrors every other Broken Windows Study. (See 
Articles – Appendix Item I) 

The Indian School Corridor Citywide Business and Homeowners Association’s commitment to 
this style of policing goes beyond the academic.  We have experienced first hand through the 
Street Crime Reduction Program that when this style of Policing and Prosecution is 
implemented, crime went down in our area as did the costs associated with them, especially loss 
of customers and revenue to the businesses.  

The Indian School Corridor Citywide Business and Homeowner’s Association specifically 
requests that the City of Phoenix follows the lead of other major metropolitan areas such as New 
York and Los Angeles and implements, as city policy, the Broken Windows Method of Policing 
and Prosecution as practiced in those cities and others. 

The Indian School Corridor Citywide Business and Homeowner’s Association is requesting the 
support of all of our city officials in helping us to bring this issue to the forefront of discussion, 
implementation, and policy—and we expect them to let the people of the city of Phoenix decide 
what cost they are willing to pay to get it.   

We also request to be an active part of the City’s transitional process to Broken Windows so that 
our experience in the private sector of solving complex problems to keep our budgets in line and 
our customers happy may lead the way and encourage our peers in government.  We believe the 
following suggestions will help facilitate this process. 
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Police 
1. In order for this transition to Broken Windows Policing and Prosecution to go smoothly and 

effectively, we must train and re-train all police officers to believe that these “low level” 
misdemeanor crimes do make a difference to all of us. 

All police officers must consider it imperative to the safety of the community that they know 
the complete arrest history and major malfunction of each and every repeat misdemeanor 
street criminal that they come into contact with.   

We also need to make the career street criminals understand that our police are not impotent. 
We do this by guaranteeing them that when our police officers arrest any criminal for any 
level of crime the criminal’s prior history will be required and will be taken into 
consideration for sentencing.  We will require the prior and sentence accordingly. 

In jurisdictions where Broken Windows Policing and Prosecution have been implemented 
violent offenses and property crimes have declined. Once released from months in jail, the 
career street criminals leave those jurisdictions. 

The Indian School Corridor Citywide Business and Homeowner’s Association specifically 
requests that Officer Stuart give a department wide presentation on how this method of 
policing has taken place right here in Phoenix.  It should also be a part of Police Academy 
training.  Upon request, members of our Association would be willing to assist in this 
educational effort by telling the officers how this style of policing and prosecution has 
positively impacted us. We would clearly express, on the basis of personal experience, how 
grateful we are to the police for this style of policing.  This would not only restore morale to 
the police, it would restore the confidence and trust the citizens want to give them.  Police 
and citizens would be connected and unified in true community-based policing. 

2. In order to accomplish the task we set before them, the police need to be (re)educated on how 
to make observational arrests, how to use tickets to bump the count, how to do background 
checks for priors to build the jacket, and how to write the Form IV for maximum efficiency.  
This needs to become part of Police Academy training as well. 

The Form IV must be required to include a complete criminal record history. While it is 
always beneficial for the officer to know how to write a proper Form IV, it would also be 
acceptable to have employees other than the arresting officers be responsible for completing 
the Form IV.  The important thing is that the Form IV be done as effectively as possible.  The 
arresting officer must be assured that when the Form IV is presented (no matter who is 
ultimately responsible for them) the prosecutors and judges will take the quantity of prior 
convictions listed on the Form IV into serious consideration before accepting misdemeanor 
pleas.   

In addition, regardless of where the career street criminal’s priors come from, whether 
committed in the state of Arizona or another state, our police officers must know that these 
will all be taken into consideration, so their time and effort would not have been in vain. 
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3. Phoenix is faced with many transient criminals who, though new to our city, may have felony 
crimes from outside of Arizona.  If this is their first contact with police since arriving here 
they wouldn’t show up on PACE.  Currently, the PACE system and the Triple I system 
(which tells the officer the criminal’s history outside of the local Phoenix area) don’t “speak” 
to each other.  In fact, currently, Triple I can only be run from the precincts, the main police 
station, and the resource bureaus, and cannot be run from the field.  For obvious reasons, this 
is a serious problem that needs to be fixed. 

Triple I and PACE must be connected and accessible from the officer’s patrol car.  This is 
the only way an officer can learn the complete criminal history of an individual before he 
makes the decision to arrest, ticket, or let go.  An inquiry for records in Triple I should be 
able to come to the officer’s car by inserting a new command in the existing software, or by 
radioing in the request to the precinct.  It will add to the time (from 1-10 minutes maximum) 
that an officer spends on the inquiry and subsequent reply, but that would be more than offset 
by the benefit of not letting a possible felon who commits misdemeanors go because we 
didn’t know who he really was. 

In any event, an officer could feel comfortable that should he not be able to wait for the 
Triple I results because of a need to respond to a higher priority call, that having been trained 
in how to use PACE and ticketing in the case of these types of crimes, he can use the ticket to 
“keep track” of the street criminal even as he responds to another call, and can get to the 
Triple I later since he has an open warrant that has now been issued via the ticket, allowing 
follow-up at a later time. 

4. There must be a new system created for booking criminals that allows the officers to have a 
more efficient turn around time.  Officers have confided that the length of time it takes took 
book and the insufficiency in sentence length are the major stumbling blocks to these officers 
wanting to make the types of Broken Window arrests we are asking them to make. 

These same officers have told me they would be rigorous in making these arrests and would 
feel empowered to do so with the knowledge that these two stumbling blocks—extensive 
booking time and ineffectual sentencing—were finally resolved.  By streamlining the 
booking process in as time and cost effective a way as possible, all officers will feel free and 
empowered to make the kinds of arrests we are asking for. (We will address the sentencing 
problem below in the prosecutor and judges section of this paper.) 

As reported to me by these officers, there are several glitches that could be fixed.  For 
example: once determining the criminal’s history, an officer could write the charges and a 
probable cause statement and then a civilian employee or an officer on light duty could enter 
the booking data into the computer rather then tying up the arresting officer any longer. If 
there are any questions, the arresting officer is only a phone call away. This is just one 
possible solution to just one of the problems to be addressed.   

We the members of the Indian School Corridor Citywide Business and Homeowner’s 
Association ask the City of Phoenix to allow Officers Stuart or Dobson, along with other beat 
officers—rather than high ranking officials further removed from the day-to-day process—to 
address and correct the mechanical flaws of the current booking procedures. 
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Our Association offers our support in any way it is needed to accomplish this—especially in 
putting pressure on any County officials who may need to be involved in facilitating a time 
and cost efficient process for our city police to book more efficiently. 

We, as a city, must not underestimate the effect on the budget of the opportunity cost of an 
officer being tied up in booking any longer than he has to be.  By making the solution of this 
major morale and budgetary problem a priority and involving currently active street officers 
in this discussion, we could certainly streamline the process to efficiency while keeping an 
eye on the cost.  This type of problem solving is done routinely in the private sector and we 
expect our government officials to follow our lead in understanding opportunity costs and 
how they impact the bottom line: ours and theirs.  

5. Finally, and just as importantly, all officers must be trained how to work directly with the 
business owners as additional eyes and ears on the street.  This is real community based 
policing and must be part of Police Academy training as well.  

Prosecutors 
1. The prosecutors must also be educated to the meaning and importance that Broken Windows 

Policing and Prosecution hold for the city’s businesses and homeowners.  In fact, Officer 
Stuart gave a presentation on the Street Crime Reduction Program to the prosecutor’s office 
about 18 months ago. Yet the prosecutor’s office, said in a meeting with our Association in 
November 2007 that he thought it would be beneficial to invite Officer Stuart back again to 
give the presentation for the new prosecutors and with updated statistics.  

 
Therefore, the Indian School Corridor Citywide Business and Homeowner’s Association 
requests that Officer Stuart gives the Prosecutor’s Office this presentation to update their 
knowledge on how effective this method of policing has been right here in Phoenix and what 
an integral component prosecution is to the success of Broken Windows. 

Upon request, members of our Association would also assist in this educational effort by 
telling the prosecutors how this style of policing and prosecution has positively impacted us. 
We would also be able to express how grateful we are to the police and prosecutors for this 
style of policing and prosecution and make them realize that the citizens of Phoenix support 
their efforts on our behalf one hundred percent.  As stated previously, this would restore 
morale in the prosecutor’s office as well as the police. And it would restore the confidence 
and trust the citizens want to give to both of them. 

2. The prosecutors must read the reports on the officer’s tickets and then prosecute 
aggressively.  Prosecutors must be certain that they are getting a complete Form IV from 
each officer, and if not, as a checks and balance system, they should get them for themselves.  
Prosecutors can also run the criminal histories, or have the bailiff run them, and then insist 
that the officer do it properly in the future if that is the method settled on.  (It may also be 
possible to have the Form IV done cooperatively between both offices.  The best system 
would surely surface in discussion with all groups.)  In any event, each branch is watching 
out for the other, so that the community doesn’t suffer by overlooking and releasing a 
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hardened criminal by accident. Our goal must be to never send a career street criminal back 
to the community to do more harm.   

3. In light of this Broken Windows Policing and Prosecution, we ask that the office of the City 
Prosecutor, Charging Prosecutors and Trial Prosecutors revisit the laws already on our books.  
We ask them to reacquaint themselves with the responsibility, disposition and probation 
chapters of the Arizona Revised Statutes, such as the following paragraphs, as they affect the 
crimes we are currently discussing in the way we are discussing them.  This will enable them 
to make the transition to Broken Windows Policing and Prosecution as seamlessly and cost 
effectively as possible. The significant portions of the actual Arizona Statutes listed below 
that can be used to facilitate this have been reduced to plainer English.  (There may be more 
but these are the ones that have been explained to me.) 

a) ARS 13-503 – A person under the influence of alcohol or drugs may not use a 
decrease of perception or judgment as a defense. 

b) ARS 13-604.E – If a person has been convicted of one or more of the same 
misdemeanors within two years, the next sentencing shall be under the next higher 
criminal classification (of the last criminal classification that was the basis for the last 
conviction), specifically: 
− A class 3 misdemeanor becomes a class 2 misdemeanor, then 
− The next time, the class 3 misdemeanor becomes a class 1 misdemeanor 
− The next time, the class 3 misdemeanor becomes a class 6 felony 
− A class 2 misdemeanor becomes a class 1 misdemeanor, then 
− The next time, the class 2 misdemeanor becomes a class 6 felony 
− A class 1 misdemeanor becomes a class 6 felony. 

c) ARS 13-604.N – Convictions in other jurisdictions and states apply in Phoenix. 

d) ARS 13-707.A and 13-702 – Maximum incarceration for: 
− A class 3 misdemeanor is 30 days 
− A class 2 misdemeanor is 4 months 
− A class 1 misdemeanor is 6 months 
− A class 6 felony is 1 year 
− A second conviction for a class 6 felony is 1½  years 

e) ARS 13-707.B – The court may direct that a person sentenced under a misdemeanor 
sentence shall not be released by the Sheriff on any basis until the imposed sentence 
has been served. 

f) ARS 13-902 – Maximum probation may continue for: 
− 1 year for a class 3 misdemeanor 
− 2 years for a class 2 misdemeanor 
− 3 years for a class 1 misdemeanor or class 6 felony 
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4. After a certain and limited number of repeat offenses from the same criminal, and we request 
that number be determined specifically and then implemented as policy, the Prosecutor’s 
Office should request a trial or should request aggravated sentencing as a matter of said 
policy.  However, another possible solution is listed below under judges. 

Judges 
1. As stated previously, it is perceived by many that the judges are not sentencing repeat 

misdemeanor street criminals.  In fairness, looking at the court statistics of September and 
October of 2007 given to me by the court, from their perspective, judges are not just letting 
them off.  They are sentencing high percentages of these career street criminals to time 
served in custody.  (See Court Statistics - Appendix Item J) 

The problem is, however, this is not sufficient time to persuade the career street criminal to 
change his behavior or leave Phoenix.  Quite the opposite is happening unbeknownst to the 
judges.  These repeat, time served in custody types of sentences are a minor inconvenience to 
these criminals.  Not only does it not deter their negative lifestyle choices, it seems to 
empower them to believe Phoenix is the place for them to stay and continue their quality of 
life crimes against the rest of us.  It is not until we make their lifestyle choice painful for 
them that they will choose to change or move on. 

2. The head of the City Court judges was introduced to our Association’s goals in November 
2007, and told our president that all the judges would be willing to see and would benefit 
from Officer Stuart’s presentation on the Street Crime Reduction Program, and also saw the 
importance of a citywide solution.  Therefore, the Indian School Corridor Citywide Business 
and Homeowner’s Association specifically requests that Officer Stuart give the City Court 
judges a presentation on how this method of policing has taken place right here in Phoenix. 

3. Upon request, members of the Indian School Corridor Citywide Business and Homeowner’s 
Association would also assist in this educational effort by telling the judges how this style of 
policing and prosecution has positively impacted us.  We believe that when the judges begin 
to see this problem as viewed from our perspective they will not only understand but also 
correct the problem as far as it is in their power to do so. 

4. We believe that once the judges discover the extent of the problem, they and their clerks will 
habitually read and serious consideration to the Form IV.  As a matter of policy, if they don’t 
see a Form IV and complete criminal history, they should ask why it isn’t there, providing a 
further check and balance to the system that is meant to protect the interests of the law 
abiding citizens of our city. 

Again, we believe that when the judges realize that turning these low level misdemeanor 
criminals back onto our streets is having a tremendously negative impact upon our 
community’s homes and businesses they could effectively turn the whole thing around by 
adopting a city court policy to “Require the Prior” in all sentencing decisions effectively 
making us a Broken Windows Policing and Prosecution city with all of the long term benefits 
that other cities have achieved. 
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5. We need the judges to decide as policy, exactly how many previous convictions is enough to 
get significant jail time in the city of Phoenix for these career street criminals. And we must 
have an exact number that is not negotiable.  The policy must be exact and it must be clear. 

6. Once the judges set the number of “acceptable” misdemeanors, they must sentence 
accordingly.  The community must be guaranteed that under this new policy repeat offenders 
will get progressively longer stints in jail with a specific amount of time as a minimum. 

Our law abiding, taxpaying citizens must trust that once a criminal is alleged on a Form IV 
he will be given a trial date and then sentenced accordingly.  We do not need any additional 
state laws for this. If the judges follow the existing Title XIII parameters, exercising the 
maximum allowable sentence on the first and successive arrests, they would drive home the 
message to career street criminals that the City of Phoenix has had enough. 

7. Our Association recommends that creative options currently available such as the following 
be explored for the transition to Broken Windows Policing and Prosecution: 

a) Sentence criminals for first time offenses with probation for 1 year.  The second time 
he is arrested for a misdemeanor, revoke the probation and send him to jail for a 
minimum of two weeks. Upon original sentencing, add the notation regarding terms 
of probation to the criminal’s PACE report, like a file stop. It would then 
automatically come up when an officer runs the history on subsequent arrests.  This 
latter part would not cost any money and would help us accomplish our goal of 
requiring the prior and sentencing accordingly. 

b) Do not allow repeat career street criminals to post bond before seeing a judge. 

c) Title XIII allows that even if arrested for his first misdemeanor in Arizona, a 
convicted felon from another state can have all priors taken into consideration in this 
“first” sentencing in Arizona.  Our judges need to consider the whole person and 
make it clear that a career criminal from outside our state is not welcome to move 
here to continue his pattern of criminal behavior.  This individual should face a higher 
level of prosecution and sentencing as the result. 

There are many other ideas that Officers Dobson and Stuart as well as other rank and file officers 
could contribute to the specific discussion we are looking at. They should be permitted to explore 
these options with prosecuting attorneys and judges. The more immediate an officer’s experience 
on the street, and with this style of policing, the more valuable is his or her input. 
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The City Council 
It has been related to me by numerous homeowners and business owners that they believe the 
City Council is only interested in annexing land, light rail, and increasing business downtown by 
the stadium.  Whether this perception is just or not, if the City Council were to take the lead on 
this issue, it would go a long way toward making the citizens citywide feel united.  It would also 
restore the confidence the citizens living in the central corridors of the city want to place in their 
elected officials.   

More importantly than ever in these hard economic times, we need to feel safe in our homes and 
in our parking lots. We want to believe that our city officials are fighting to give businesses 
every opportunity to compete with Scottsdale, Glendale, and the other outlying cities: cities that 
clearly don’t tolerate the career street criminal problems that we have.  We want our City 
Council to implement Broken Windows Policing and Prosecution as city policy. 

The Indian School Corridor Citywide Business and Homeowner’s Association specifically 
requests that Officer Stuart give the full City Council a presentation on how this method of 
policing has taken place right here in Phoenix.   

Moreover, we need this Council to ensure that a presentation by Officer Stuart on the Street 
Crime Reduction Program, requested by the offices of both the city Judge and Prosecutor, 
becomes a reality.  It is incomprehensible and unacceptable to the members of this Association 
that to date, Officer Stuart’s superiors have refused to allow him to contribute to the discussion 
that the judges, prosecutors, and citizens are requesting.  This in spite of the fact that Officer 
Stuart has been working with this method of policing for several years and has been given a 
Distinguished Service Award from the Police Department for the creation and implementation of 
the program, as well as an award from the Kiwanis Club.  He is the local expert and we expect to 
have access to his knowledge, experience, and input as part of this discussion.  

We request that you, our City Council members take the lead on this unified effort bringing 
together representatives of all involved parties—Police, Prosecutors, Judges, Council People, 
Community Activists, and Business Owners—and help Officer Stuart’s superiors see that it is 
not in anyone’s best interest to exclude this vital piece of the puzzle we are trying to solve 
together. 

Upon request, members of the Indian School Corridor Citywide Business and Homeowner’s 
Association would also assist in this educational effort by telling our council persons how this 
style of policing and prosecution has positively impacted us.  We believe that when the Council 
begins to see this problem as viewed from our perspective, they will not only understand, but 
will correct the problem as far as it is in their power to do so.  We are confident that this will 
further unite our city. 
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The following are other cursory recommendations for the City Council to help achieve this 
unifying goal: 
 
1. Enforcement of trespassing statutes could be greatly enhanced if Police and Prosecution 

believed offenders faced significant penalties instead of being turned back onto the streets 
within hours of their arrest. 

Significant penalties would also lead offenders to believe that the residents of the City of 
Phoenix on whose property they trespass are serious about protecting their property rights 
and have a strong desire to live in a safe community without ongoing disruption to their 
residential and business affairs. 

To this end it is recommended that the City of Phoenix adopt minimum sentencing provisions 
for criminal trespassers who are diminishing our safety and eroding the quality of life in our 
community.  

Therefore, the Indian School Corridor Citywide Business and Homeowner’s Association 
specifically requests the City of Phoenix to establish ordinances, similar to those previously 
adopted to address and reduce prostitution, which require minimum jail sentences for 
misdemeanor trespassing convictions as listed below in accordance with already established 
state laws:  

a) ARS 13-1502. – Criminal trespass in the third degree; Class 3 Misdemeanor 

 Proposed City Ordinance: 
− 1st Conviction: Minimum of 5 consecutive days in jail. 
− 2nd Conviction w/in 84 months: Minimum of 15 consecutive days in jail. 
− 3rd and/or Subsequent Convictions w/in 84 months: Minimum of 30 

consecutive days in jail. 

b) ARS 13-1503. – Criminal trespass in the second degree; Class 2 Misdemeanor 

 Proposed City Ordinance: 
− 1st Conviction:  Minimum of 15 consecutive days in jail. 
− 2nd Conviction w/in 84 months: Minimum of 60 consecutive days in jail. 
− 3rd and/or Subsequent Convictions w/in 84 months: Minimum of 120 

consecutive days in jail. 

c) ARS 13-1504. – Criminal trespass in the first degree; Class 1 Misdemeanor 

 Proposed City Ordinance: 
− 1st Conviction:  Minimum of 30 consecutive days in jail. 
− 2nd Conviction w/in 84 months: Minimum of 90 consecutive days in jail. 
− 3rd and/or Subsequent Convictions w/in 84 months: Minimum of 180 

consecutive days in jail.  
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While the initial response to this suggestion of mandatory jail time will be that it is too 
expensive, we would like to remind the Council that this was the same thing that was said before 
similar ordinances were created for prostitution.   

We would also like to remind the Council that Phoenix’s efforts to reduce prostitution by the 
implementation of mandatory jail was so successful that it was adopted into Arizona State Law 
just this past year.  Shouldn’t we again take the lead on as important an issue as reducing the 
number of career street criminals? 

We need to keep in mind that our ultimate goal here is not to incarcerate career street criminals, 
but to use incarceration as a way to get them to leave our city.  I would reiterate what I have 
stated previously: in jurisdictions where Broken Windows Policing and Prosecution have been 
implemented, violent offenses and property crimes have declined.  Once released from 
significant time in jail, the career street criminals leave those jurisdictions because it is no longer 
in their best interest to stay.  So while initial costs may go up, they will drop precipitously once 
the culture is changed and word gets out on the street.  
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1. Using Incarceration Costs provided to us by the court we have done an initial comparison of 
the costs of repeatedly arresting a career street criminal vs. what it would cost to incarcerate 
him with the minimum mandatory standards we are requesting.  While certainly not claiming 
that these numbers are hard and fast, they are fair estimates and should be studied more 
thoroughly. (See Incarceration Rate Schedule – Appendix K) 

2. As per Officer Stuart, Robert (a pseudonym), the first career street criminal tracked by the 
Street Crime Reduction Program, has been arrested in the City of Phoenix 94 times.  He 
generally gets time served in custody. Let’s compare the numbers from what we do now, to 
those of a Broken Windows style of policing and prosecution: 

Using court provided figures, I have determined the exact booking and jail costs Robert has 
cost the city to date.  For the purposes of this review, I have used an average cost of $30 per 
hour for the arresting officer’s salary cost and an average of 3 hours to book. 

For complete accuracy we would need to find a way to come up with dollar amounts for the 
salary costs and the opportunity costs of tying up a prosecutor, a judge, a bailiff, and other 
court personnel 94 times. We would need to find a number for the cost of the lost commerce 
to the business owner, both in immediate revenue loss and cost to the business of loss of 
repeat business.  We would also need to decide how to factor in costs for any city fire 
personnel and/or any county medical personnel that may have assisted on these calls.   

We would also have to decide on a dollar value for the opportunity cost of the arresting 
officer’s time off the street while booking Robert for an average of 282 hours (3 x 94).   

But for now we will work with just the following simple numbers:  

One day in jail, including the booking rate is $189.  This adds up to $17,766 ($189 x 94) for 
Robert’s repeated incarceration.  If we use a 3 hour average for booking time and multiply 
that by the average arresting officer’s salary of $30 per hour we get $90 per arrest.  If we then 
multiply $90 by 94, the number of Robert’s arrests, the total is $8,460.  It has now cost the 
city $26,226 ($17,766 + $8,460) to incarcerate Robert. (Not including all of the costs 
mentioned above that we have not factored in because we have not assigned a dollar value to 
them yet.) 

If we followed the City Ordinance minimum sentencing guideline suggested above, Robert 
would have initially clocked in as a Class 1 misdemeanor with a third conviction in 84 
months (he certainly has more than enough priors for this designation) and he would be 
immediately facing the highest possible minimum mandatory sentencing of 180 days.  It 
would cost the state $13,136 in jail time plus $90 in the arresting officer’s booking time for a 
total of $13,226 which gives the city a net savings of $13,000 ($26,226 - $13,226).   

Our savings would, of course, be greater than this once we factored in the dollar values 
mentioned previously that we have not yet assigned. However, it would be safe to say that  
after the 180 days we would be certain that Robert would move on to another city as quickly 
as he could. 

This ratio of expense to savings would be consistent with all of the repeat offenders in the 
system as long as they have 9 or more previous convictions in the past 84 months. 
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However, even if we chose to save money and ignored his priors and began sentencing 
Robert on his next three misdemeanor arrests with the schedule for first time class three 
criminal trespassers as recommended above (and can anyone really doubt there will be a next 
three?) it would cost us $478 for 5 days; $1,202 for 15 days; and $2,287 for 30 days.  It is a 
reasonable and consistent expectation for Phoenix to benefit as other cities who have 
implemented the Broken Windows Policy have found: when a career street criminal does 5, 
15, and then 30 days in jail (and many will leave after the second time, if not the first with 
the promised threat of the second) it will cost the city $3,967 ($478 + $1,202 + $2,287) to 
eradicate the problem of Robert. 

It has already cost the city of Phoenix $26,226 to incarcerate Robert and he’s still not gone.   

3. The budget will appear to go up initially, but it will settle back down and even improve in a 
very short time as it has in every other city that has implemented the Broken Windows Policy 
of Policing and Prosecution. When word gets out that there is a tough policing and 
prosecution policy in Phoenix these career street criminals will move on to someone else’s 
city.  They do not want to be uncomfortable and would rather leave Phoenix than do time 
here. 

4. What we haven’t even touched on is the most important part of this equation: the human cost 
of allowing these career street criminals repeated access to our citizenry, especially our 
children. 

If we apply this same Broken Windows cost formula to the case of William Speed—the man 
who molested a four year old girl less than two months after completing his incarceration for 
a felony conviction, and less than one month from committing a class three misdemeanor—
even under current sentencing guidelines he could have gotten 6 months in jail: a combined 
cost to the city of $13,226.30.  Considering he was incarcerated from 11/07/07 until 12/11/07 
(the day before he raped this child he was released on his own recognizance), his 
incarceration had already cost us $2,286.80. The difference is $10,939.50. 

Who among us can honestly say that the City of Phoenix could not have afforded to 
spend $10,939.50 to spare this four year old child from being raped?   

 
In Conclusion 
It must be asked: How can we brag about becoming the fifth largest city in the country if we 
can’t protect our children, our homes and our businesses from the destructive lifestyle choices of 
career street criminals?  The Indian School Corridor Citywide Association of Businesses and 
Homeowners stands together to say: We can’t. 

It’s time we began to follow the example of New York City, the largest city in America, and 
implement Broken Windows Policing and Prosecution as a citywide policy so that we too can 
watch our city’s crimes and the real costs of those crimes decline year after year. 
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Residential Wall on Alley Side Before Tagging 
Near 32nd Street/Indian School Road 

 



 

 

Tagging Done in One Night (Approx. 9/18; Reported 9/20) 
Near 32nd Street/Indian School Road 

 



 

 

Red Arrow Indicates the Future Illegal Campsite of Steven Eilers 
 



 

 

The Following Six Pages of Tagging Were All Done in One Night (Approx. 11/12; Pictures Taken 11/13) 
It Stretched Across Both Sides of Indian School Road For ½ Mile 
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 Indian School Corridor Fight Back 
Business & Homeowners' Association 

Membership Registration Form 
 

Please Print Clearly: 

Business Name            

Business Address            

Owner Name             

Store Manager             

 Phone #           

 Fax #            

 Email            

(Member information is kept confidential and shall only be used in respect to the Association.  It  will not be 
distributed to parties outside of the Association without prior permission from the individual member.) 

Fax Membership Forms to:    Or Mail to: 
ATTN: Ann Malone     Indian School Corridor Citywide Assoc. 
 (602) 224-0405    ATTN: Ann Malone 
       4647 N 32nd Street, Suite 200 
       Phoenix, AZ 85018 

 
This Association has been formed to bring about a change in a city wide policy. 

The current policy of the City of Phoenix is, more often than not, to disregard the prior convictions of 
repeat career street criminals when they are arrested on new misdemeanor charges. These misdemeanors 
include crimes such as trespassing, aggressive panhandling, urinating and defecating in public, “camping” 
behind our homes and our businesses, public drunkenness, and so on. 

Rarely is the criminal history of these misdemeanor criminals taken into account. Because of this lax 
attitude which has become a type of policy, the City is routinely releasing career street criminals with 
multiple prior arrests back onto our sidewalks, parking lots, and alley ways behind our homes and 
businesses within a few hours of their arrest.  This is NOT the law in Arizona, but the "policy." 

We have been told that this policy is a City of Phoenix budget issue.  Because the city doesn’t want to 
spend the money to jail these career street criminals, we are living with the real costs of their "policy."  
We are all suffering a decrease in our quality of life and loss of income to our businesses from increased 
incidences of graffiti, aggressive individuals harassing our customers and all of the costs inherent in the 
loss of customers as a result, as well as the continuing costs of cleaning up the graffiti that we are 
routinely subjected to.  
It is our Association’s goal to get the city to "Require the Prior" in all sentencing decisions. 
 

Referred By:         Council District:       

Cityw
ide

Cityw
ide
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Indian School Corridor - Citywide –  
Business and Homeowner’s Association  

“Require the Prior” 
 
 
Member List as of March 31, 2008 
 
ABC Cake Decorating 
Acacia Café 
Allstate Self Storage 
American General Financial Services 
Antique Gatherings – Antique Mall 
Aqua Blue Sports Inc. 
Arcadia Antiques 
Arcadia Lite Neighborhood Association 
Arizona Sports Medicine Supply 
Arizona Tree Experts 
ArtCraft Embroidery 
Artisan Homeowner’s Association 
Aslanian Accounting Services 
Aslanian Photography 
Astro Dry Cleaning 
Avant Garden Florist 
Avante Optics 
AXXIS! Advertising 
Ayers and Brown  
AZ Optical 
 
Backfit Chiropractic and ReHab 
Bike Barn 
Biltmore Golf 
Blimpies Subs and Salads 
Blockbuster Movie Rental 
Book Gallery 
By the Bunch Florist 
 
Cake Arts 
Cambridge Cleaners 
Camelback East Association  
Camelback Tanning Inc. 
Celebrity Tanning 
Charlie’s Nails 
Check Advance 
Check into Cash  
Checker Pool and Pump 
Chevron 32, LLC 

 
 
 
Chicago Hamburger Company 
Chuy’s Restaurant 
Cloud Nine Design 
CMA -  Capitol Mall Association 
Contractors Carpet & Tile Design Showroom 
C.O.R.E. Conditioning and ReHab 
Coronado Cleaners 
Curves 
CVS 
 
Danese Creations 
Dependable Medical Directory 
 
Edible Arrnagements 
EPG, Inc. 
Essex Realty Management 
 
Fast Signs Printers 
Filiberto’s 
Food City 
Frank’s Pizza & Wings 
 
Gaslight Square 
Glam  
Guiseppe’s Italian Kitchen 
 
Hair Deco Salon 
Hair Expression and Design 
Hair Production 
Hair Station #1 
Hargrave’s Collision & Mechanical Repair 
H.A.R.M.O.N.Y. Neighborhood Association 
Howard’s Ace Hardware 
Hutch and Hangers Consignment Shop 
 
Il Cortile, LLC 
Indian School Carwash 
Indian School Road Alliance 
 



JC Printing 
 
Kachina Travel 
Kelly’s Transmission 
Keresan Park Homeowner’s Association 
 
Las Brisas Condo Association 
Lasting Impressions  
Launderland Wash & Dry 
Legacy Jewls 
Lillies & Ladybugs 
Lindstrom’s Family Auto Wash 
Longview East Neighborhood Association 
Longview West Neighborhood Association 
Lori’s Pet Grooming 
The Lunch Box 
 
Mack Daddy’s 
Make Plays 
Mama Java’s Coffeehouse 
Management Support Services 
Manuel’s Mexican Restaurant 
The Maple House Furniture Store 
Maroney’s Laundry and Dry Cleaner 
Max Taylor Company  
Mighty Imaging  
MJM401k 
Montana Properties, LLC 
More Mobile Internet 
 
Nail Expo 
N.A.I.L.E.M. 
Newton Fitness 
99 Cent Store 
North Bank Travel 
 
Old Brass Rail 
Osborn Village Condo Association 
 
Paint on Pottery 
Papa John’s Pizza 
Park Avenue Cleaners 
Pasternack Properties 
Patriot Commercial Properties 
Placement Pros 
Purcell Western States Tire 

Rehab Plus 
Reliance Management 
ReMax Achievers 
 
Salon Sandoval 
Sal’s Barbershop 
Secret’s a Boutique Salon 
Select Insurance  
Sentinel Mini-Storage 
Shell Speedsmart 
Smart & Final 
Southwest Ramadas 
Spin Cycle Coin Laundry 
Sprouts Grocery Store 
Squaw Peak Business Center 
Squaw Peak Commercial Center 
State Farm Insurance 
 
That’s Italiano Restaurant 
 
Victory Awning 
The Vine Tavern & Eatery 
 
Water ‘N Ice 
Westwood Community Association 
The Willows 
Whitcomb Circle Neighborhood Association 
 
Yakety Yak Wireless 
 
Zacher Homes 
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Be Our Guest 
NYPD’s historic feat should quiet critics 

By Heather Mac Donald - Sunday, January 6th 2008, 4:00 AM  

New York City just ended 2007 with the lowest number of murders - below 500 - since 1963, the 
last year exact comparisons are possible. This homicide drop, from a high of 2,245 in1990, is 
unmatched anywhere in the country or in the annals of policing. It is long past time for New 
Yorkers to acknowledge the debt that they owe to their police force. 

But the significance of the city's crime drop extends beyond the metropolis. It overthrows 
decades of conventional wisdom about social control and behavior change.  

The reason for the city's crime rout is clear: The NYPD combines superb management with 
massive manpower. Since the mid-1990s, when the city's crime rate started its free fall, top brass 
and precinct commanders have excelled in developing crime control innovations. Prime among 
them has been Compstat, the computer-aided analysis sessions that hold precinct commanders 
accountable for public safety in their jurisdictions. To his credit, Commissioner Raymond Kelly 
has maintained Compstat, which originated under rival Commissioner William Bratton in 1994.  

The intense and focused Kelly has added innovations of his own. Operation Impact floods crime 
hot spots with rookie officers, who walk foot beats. The Real-Time Crime Center gets data on 
potential suspects and related crime patterns into the hands of detectives within minutes of a 
crime, allowing them to track down perps more quickly. Officers now visit domestic violence 
victims to check on their well-being, resulting in a 40% drop in domestic homicides over three 
years. And the Kelly-era NYPD has continued the nuts and bolts of effective policing - stop-and-
frisks to get guns off the street and enforcement of quality-of-life laws - despite carping from the 
usual critics.  

It is impossible to overstate how distasteful the NYPD's success is to the criminology profession, 
which is committed to the idea that policing can do little to lower crime. During the 1990s, 
criminologists attributed New York's crime drop to anything but policing. Since 2000, when their 
arguments began to appear even more absurd, they have simply gone silent and are assiduously 
looking the other way.  

But the conclusion is unavoidable: Well-run policing is society's most powerful public safety 
tool. Since the 1960s, New York has spent billions on redistributionist social programs that were 
supposed to eradicate poverty and with it, the dysfunctional behaviors of the underclass. Yet by 
the start of the 1990s, packs of feral youths roamed subways and parks maiming and murdering. 
Thugs armed with military weaponry controlled whole neighborhoods. Today, those 
neighborhoods thrive with commerce and family life, thanks to the NYPD.  

The city must honor the foot soldiers in the conquest of crime, in both word and deed. Officers' 
starting salaries of $25,100 are an insult and a threat to the quality of the force; the cops must get 
a raise. But equally important, anti-cop agitators must no longer be allowed to dominate the 
public discourse about policing. The NYPD is among the most restrained big-city forces. Officer 



shootings are at record lows. A recent Rand Corp. study confirmed the obvious: Officers respond 
to suspicious activity, not to race. If the anti-cop brigade had any interest in actually spending 
time with officers and learning what they do, it would discover their passionate commitment to 
law-abiding members of poor, minority communities, who, the police believe, have as much 
right to live free of fear as residents of Park Ave.  

Next time cop-bashers like the Rev. Al Sharpton and City Councilman Charles Barron are on a 
rampage, it would be nice if city leaders actually spoke up for the cops, given how much they 
have done for New York. There is no reason to think that the NYPD won't continue lowering 
crime in 2008; proven tools of policing will continue to deter opportunistic crime and apprehend 
and lock away criminals who are not deterrable. The city can show its gratitude by ignoring the 
provocateurs who make a living by demonizing the police. The achievement is undebatable. 

Heather MacDonald – received her B.A. in English from Yale University, graduating Summa Cum Laude 
with a Mellon Fellowship to Cambridge University, where she earned her M.A. in English and studied in 
Italy through a Clare College study grant. Her J.D. is from Stanford University Law School. 

Ms. MacDonald is a John M. Olin fellow at the Manhattan Institute and a contributing editor to City 
Journal. She also is a recipient of 2005 Bradley Prize for Outstanding Intellectual Achievement. She lives 
and works in New York City. 
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This Was the “Door Handle” Complete With Warning Bells Used to Enter 
Steven Eilers’ Illegal Campsite Behind Residence 

 



 

 

Remains of Steven Eilers’ Possessions – Covered in Staph 
(Pictures Taken July 12th) 
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Girl grabbed from jungle gym, sexually assaulted, police say 
By Michael Kiefer and Leigh Munsil 
Dec. 13, 2007 08:02 PM  

A man accused of sexually assaulting a 4-year-old girl at a Phoenix playground earlier this week spent nearly 
12 years in prison for committing a virtually identical crime.  

In November, he was arrested and jailed after police saw him running naked down Van Buren Street. One 
day before Wednesday's attack, he was released from jail on his own recognizance, despite his sex offender 
status. Court records describe William R. Speed, 35, as psychologically troubled and prone to hearing voices. 

Wednesday evening, at around 7 p.m., Speed reportedly approached a girl playing on a jungle gym in a park 
near Van Buren Street and 12th Avenue. Speed had partially removed his clothes and the girl's clothes before 
family members and witnesses heard the girl's screams and pulled him off of her. They held him down until 
police arrived, according to Phoenix Police spokeswoman Stacie Derge. 

The girl did not suffer any serious physical injury, Derge said, but was traumatized by the attack. 
The attack appeared to be random, Derge said, and police have no reason to believe that the girl knew him.  
Speed was charged with sexual conduct with a minor. 

But the attack bore close resemblance to a 1995 attack on a 7-year-old girl that sent Speed to prison for 
nearly 12 years. 

On September 23, 1995, Speed approached a girl who was walking her dog near his apartment. As the child 
was cleaning up after her dog, according to court records, Speed sat down next to her and removed his pants, 
then partially disrobed the girl and sexually assaulted her. As in Wednesday's attack, onlookers chased Speed 
and caught him. 

Because of that attack, Speed was charged with kidnapping and sexual conduct with a minor, but in July 
1996, he pleaded guilty to attempted sexual conduct with a minor, and was sentenced to 12 years in prison. 

During interviews for his pre-sentence report and a psychological evaluation in the court record, he told 
evaluators that he heard voices in his head and on the radio that told him to “have sex with a baby.” He 
thought the girl in the 1995 attack was enticing him, he said. 

Speed is originally from San Jose, Calif. He told evaluators that his stepfather was sent to a mental institution 
for child molestation and that a stepmother had sexual relations with him as a teen. He was arrested but not 
charged for a pair of petty incidents in the 1990s before the attack that sent him to prison. 

Speed was first released from the Arizona Department of Corrections in January 2006, after serving 85 
percent of his sentence, but was sent back a year later to finish out his term after a technical parole violation 
that corrections officials did not specify. He was released Oct. 5, 2007. 

A little more than a month later, at about 10:30 p.m. on Nov. 7, he was arrested after running naked behind a 
bar in the 1800 block of W. Van Buren St. Speed told the arresting officer that he had just smoked cocaine 
and felt like taking off his pants and running, court records show. 

Speed was charged with indecent exposure in that incident and initially held on bond. Then, according to 
court records, he was released Dec. 11 on his own recognizance. 

Because of the 1996 conviction, Speed is registered as a Class 3 sex offender, the highest level, and Derge 
said he kept his sex offender registration current; his last update was on Nov. 20, when he listed his address 
as an overflow homeless shelter on Madison Street, a half mile south of the park where the attack took place. 

There were no stipulations in Speed's registration that say he cannot be around children, Derge said.  
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George L. Kelling is a professor of criminal justice at Rutgers University's Newark campus and a senior 
fellow at the Manhattan Institute. 

A Policing Strategy New Yorkers Like  
By George L. Kelling – January 3, 2002 

Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg and his new police commissioner, Raymond W. Kelly, have 
pledged to keep the pressure on so-called "quality of life" crimes. This is not just smart policing; 
it's smart politics.  

New Yorkers have no desire to see the panhandlers and squeegee men creep back into 
prominence on New York City streets — even though since Sept. 11 the police must also deal 
with heightened demands for basic security against far greater physical threats. If anything, the 
public demand for order has probably intensified during the past eight years, as citizens have 
discovered that civic virtue does not require tolerating routine confrontations with people who 
are annoying or intimidating. 

A July poll sponsored by the Citizens Crime Commission, a nonprofit research organization, 
shows New Yorkers strongly support enforcement of quality-of-life laws, like those against 
graffiti-writing or aggressive panhandling. Moreover, the poll showed the feeling is widely 
shared. African-Americans, Hispanics and Asian-Americans all favor quality-of-life enforcement 
even more strongly than whites. On a scale of 1 to 20, with 20 representing the highest level of 
support, whites averaged a score of 14.6, while African-Americans averaged 15.3, Hispanics 
15.2 and Asian-Americans 15.5. 

There are still critics of "broken-windows policing" — the idea that strongly enforcing laws 
against minor infractions discourages more serious crimes by sending a signal that the 
community is in control. But research sponsored by the Manhattan Institute and conducted in late 
2000 and early 2001 in New York City finds that increased arrests for misdemeanors are closely 
associated with reductions in violent crime. The research also shows that with proper training 
and guidance for police officers, this policy can be conducted without disregarding civil rights, 
as many quality-of-life opponents have feared. 

The breakthrough for the Police Department into the realm of quality-of-life offenses was Mr. 
Kelly's decision to take on "squeegee men" during his first stint as police commissioner — a plan 
developed by the fall of 1993. The issue is thus familiar to him. On his own, Mr. Kelly broke 
with the Police Department's earlier traditions of a hands-off policy toward minor offenses. 
Before implementing the policy, he patiently awaited a thorough analysis of the problem and the 
emergence of promising tactics to deal with it. Moreover, Mr. Kelly was able to tap into a strong 
public demand for order that had been developing in the city since the 1970's, as businesses and 
community groups formed to clean public spaces, for example. 

The department's three current guiding principles — restore order, focus on solving local 
problems, hold local commanders accountable for dealing with those problems — provide a solid 
foundation for continued police development. There seems little reason to fear that Mr. 
Bloomberg or Mr. Kelly will back away from these principles. Not only do they work, but they 
are what the public wants. 



 

TThere Are No Cracks in the Broken Windows 
TIdeological academics are trying to undermine a perfectly good idea. 

TBy William Bratton & George Kelling T  
TFebruary 28, 2006, 10:15 a.m. T 

TW Te've argued for many years that when police pay attention to minor offenses — such as 
prostitution, graffiti, aggressive panhandling — they can reduce fear, strengthen communities, 
and prevent serious crime. One of us co-originated (with James Q. Wilson) this theory, which 
has come to be known as "Ufixing broken windows U"; the other implemented it in New York City, 
first as chief of the transit police under Mayor David Dinkins, and then more broadly as police 
commissioner under Mayor Rudy Giuliani. Yet despite the demonstrable success of this theory, 
some criminologists and sociologists continue to attack it, with arguments that are factually and 
philosophically false. Policymakers should not be misled by these misrepresentations into 
returning our cities to the failed police policies of the past.  

According to a recent UBoston Globe article by Daniel BrookU, for instance, "scholars are starting 
to question whether fixing broken windows really fixes much at all." In fact, the theory always 
had its critics. Some were anti-police groups seizing any opportunity to detract from police 
achievements. Others were liberals who deeply resented Giuliani and his policies.  

An early charge of these critics was that the police had to be "cooking the books." They 
abandoned this argument, though, as the homicide rate in New York City plunged, from 2,262 
murders in 1990 to 629 in 1998; it's hard to hide that many bodies.  

Others argued that crime reductions came with an unacceptable level of police harassment and 
brutality. This charge was not sustainable, either. Police shootings, and complaints against 
police, actually declined in New York City during the Giuliani years. In 1998, police shootings 
reached their lowest level since the 1970s, when data on police shootings was first recorded.  

The most sustained attack on broken windows and NYPD achievements has not been practical or 
factual, but political and ideological. Many social scientists are wedded to the idea that crime is 
caused by the structural features of a capitalist society — especially economic injustice, racism, 
and poverty. They assume that true crime reduction can come only as the result of economic 
reform, redistribution of wealth, and elimination of poverty and racism.  

Responding to such academic criticism is difficult when it claims support in "scientific" 
evidence. While challenges to their scientific research on the basis of research design, sampling 
methodology, data interpretation, or misrepresentation of theories can come across as academic 
quibbling, these elements of research lie at the core of the issue and determine the validity of 
conclusions reached.  

Take the UattacksU of University of Chicago law professor Bernard Harcourt. To debunk broken 
windows, Harcourt re-analyzed Northwestern University's Professor Wesley Skogan's Disorder 
and decline: Crime and the spiral of decay in American neighborhoods, originally presented in 
1990. Skogan's original findings, however, supported the link between disorder and serious 



William J. Bratton, chief of the Los Angeles Police Department, was chief of the New York City Transit 
Police from 1990 to 1991, and New York City police commissioner from 1994 to 1996. George Kelling is 
a senior fellow at the Manhattan Institute for Policy Research and a professor in the School of Criminal 
Justice, Rutgers Newark University. 

crime. To dispense with that inconvenience, Harcourt omitted from his analysis two 
neighborhoods with strong relationships between disorder and crime.  

Harvard sociology professor Robert Sampson and University of Michigan education professor 
Stephen Raudenbush, criticizing broken windows in The American Sociological Review, were 
similarly selective. To measure levels of disorder, they filmed neighborhoods systematically — 
but only between 7 A.M. and 7 P.M., when light was sufficient for their cameras. That's like 
looking for lost car keys under the lamppost because that's where the light is good, not because 
that's where the keys were lost. Missed in this approach were bar closings, early-morning drug 
sales, prostitution, and other forms of disorder that take place between dusk and dawn. 

Sampson and Raudenbush also misrepresented the broken windows hypothesis. They claimed 
that broken windows posits a direct link between disorder and serious crime. From the first 
presentation of broken windows we have argued, to the contrary, that the link, while clear and 
strong, is indirect. Citizen fear, created by disorder, leads to weakened social controls, thus 
creating the conditions in which crime can flourish.  

It's easy for academics to claim that they have "disproved" broken windows. It fits nicely into a 
sound bite. More carefully considered evaluations of the theory, which we welcome, require 
complex and subtle reasoning, less easily formulated for general readers. Nevertheless, this 
research is available to those who seek it out. Harvard researcher Anthony Braga, and others, 
have conducted policy studies in Jersey City, New Jersey, and in other areas, that support broken 
windows. The recent critics ignore their research. 

What particularly galls police about these critiques is that ivory-tower academics — many of 
whom have never sat in a patrol car, walked or bicycled a beat, lived in or visited regularly 
troubled violent neighborhoods, or collected any relevant data of their own "on the ground" — 
cloak themselves in the mantle of an empirical "scientist" and produce "findings" indicating that 
broken windows has been disproved. Worse, they allege that police have had little to do with the 
declines in crime. Police don't have time for these virtual-reality theories; they do their work in 
the real world. 

In Los Angeles, where Bratton has been chief since 2002, the LAPD has reduced crime by 26 
percent overall, and homicides by 25 percent in three years, using many strategies, but always 
emphasizing order-restoration. These achievements in Los Angeles, like those in New York and 
in other cities, prove that broken windows is, in fact, thriving.  

Fixing broken windows is not the panacea for all crime problems. But it's a proven base on 
which to build. Research suggests that citizens — especially minorities — appreciate it; it 
reduces fear; and it has an impact on serious crime.  

http://www.nationalreview.com/comment/bratton_kelling200602281015.asp 
 



 
 

Appendix J 



Phoenix Municipal Court 
Criminal Trespass - New Arrests
September 2007

Prior to Initial Appearance Court
4 Defendants Posted $500 Bail Before Court

20 Defendants had their charge Scratched/Dismissed by Prosecutor

At Initial Appearance Court (within 24 hours of arrest)
136 Defendants Plead Guilty

123 Sentence - 1 Day Jail (3 cases included probation)
10 Sentence - 2 Days Jail

1 Sentence - 4 Days Jail
1 Sentence - 5 Days Jail
1 Sentence - 10 Days Jail

5 Defendants Released Own Recognizance (Promise to Appear at Next Court Hearing)
27 Defendants Ordered to Post Bond to Gain Release from Custody

4 $50
6 $100
2 $150
3 $200
5 $250
2 $350
1 $400
3 $500
1 $900

192 Total Defendants

At Bail Review Court (within 10 days of arrest, usually 5 days)
12 Defendants Plead Guilty

2 Sentence - 5 Days Jail
1 Sentence - 7 Days Jail
3 Sentence - 7 Days Jail (1 case included probation)
3 Sentence - 8 Days Jail
2 Sentence - 9 Days Jail
1 Sentence -11 Days Jail

 

Criminal Trespass / New Charges / September 2007

2%

10%

3%

14%

71%

Bail Before Court Dismissed Released OR Bond Ordered Pled Guilty & Sentenced



Phoenix Municipal Court 
Criminal Trespass - New Arrests
October 2007

Prior to Initial Appearance Court
4 Defendants Posted $500 Bail Before Court

28 Defendants had their charge Scratched/Dismissed by Prosecutor

At Initial Appearance Court (within 24 hours of arrest)
93 Defendants Plead Guilty

87 Sentence - 1 Day Jail (3 cases included probation)
2 Sentence - 2 Days Jail
1 Sentence - 3 Days Jail
1 Sentence - 5 Days Jail
1 Sentence - 10 Days Jail (included probation)
1 Sentence - 15 Days Jail (included probation)

8 Defendants Released Own Recognizance (Promise to Appear at Next Court Hearing)
26 Defendants Ordered to Post Bond to Gain Release from Custody

3 $100
2 $200
1 $220
3 $250
3 $300
1 $350

10 $500
3 $1,000

159 Total Defendants

At Bail Review Court (within 10 days of arrest, usually 5 days)
8 Defendants Plead Guilty

1 Sentence - 4 Days Jail
2 Sentence - 5 Days Jail
1 Sentence - 6 Days Jail
2 Sentence - 8 Days Jail
1 Sentence - 10 Days Jail (included probation)
1 Sentence -30 Days Jail

 

Criminal Trespass / New Charges / October 2007

3%

18%

5%16%

58%

Bail Before Court Dismissed Released OR Bond Ordered Pled Guilty & Sentenced
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